As far back as the Stone Age, when cave
dwellers and canines first became friends, the
advantages of keeping a “watchdog” were
readily apparent. Throughout the centuries,
humans lived and worked canines with no
leash/collar and no commands, utilizing the
natural order established between man and dog.
Today, hundreds of dogs are euthanized because
of a breakdown in this natural social grouping
resulting in pecking order issues.

Mere dog

training cannot address these issues, but our
methods can! Learn the real science of a dog,
and make dog training obsolete!
Learning to see the world through a dog’s eyes,
how they deal with the world, makes our
education program unlike any other. Our
methods

originated

from

World-renowned

behavioralist Jack Healy. Healy traveled to
every continent in pursuit and observation of
each form of wild dog that each continent
possessed. He spent 18 years examining the
natural behavior of the wolves and wild dogs in
their habitats to create the most scientific
method of behavior. He was a main lecturer at
Cornell University’s School of Veterinary
Medicine, and was instrumental in founding
many

federal

government

agency

canine
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Ralph Gibson
Ralph Gibson has educated people and dogs for
32 years- 27 years professionally.
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Gibson’s first five years with dogs incorporated
AKC, military, both old- and modern-style
police methods, and Schutzhund techniques. He
followed with a formal education in New York
and Connecticut training under eight master
trainers, all of whom held degrees in child,
animal and adult psychology.

Among these

masters was James Salva and the legendary Jack
Healy—Gibson’s primary mentor.
With

more

than

27 years

professionally

educating people and dogs, Gibson has perfected
his techniques. Over the past 10 years, however,
Gibson credits what he knows about dogs not to
his education or to Jack Healy, but rather to
what DOG spells backward—GOD.

Gibson

views dogs as God’s animals first and his
second. There is a natural order of a person and
an animal. Before this society got involved in it,
there was no such thing as food treats, clickers,
or commands- there was natural order. Gibson

has the ability to teach God’s natural order
thereby eliminating the need for such
enhancements.

Centuries and centuries ago,

programs. Healy founded the famous United

people understood this, and the dog today retains

States K-9 Academy and taught Ralph Gibson

it, but the people have lost it. We have to catch

his methods. You can learn these methods too!

the people back up to the dog.

Have you ever dreamed
of being a dog trainer?
This is your opportunity!
Leave your boring 9-5 job and embark
on an exciting career! Learn real, true
information
about
our
canine
companions and embark on the
rewarding mission of teaching people
to grow a balanced relationship with
their dogs.
Full and part-time courses available!
For more information call (205) 664-6910
or visit our website at

www.bestdogtraining.com

Leadership
Dogs are naturally friendly and sociable and
make their owners part of their pack. Every dog
needs a pack leader to guide and train him.
People need education to understand their
animal and assume this role. We grow the
people with the dogs, teaching natural order.
Most American’s are great nurturers, but we are
not always great disciplinarians. When it comes
to our canines it is very difficult to know when
and

how

to

be

a

balanced,

positive

disciplinarian. That is where we come in to
guide the people with the dog. “A relationship
with a dog cannot be developed by teaching him
to sit, stay or lay down- any dog on Earth can do
that,” says Ralph Gibson. Growing the animal’s
behavior has little to do with commands. Just as
“man shall not live by bread alone” (Matthew
4:4), canines cannot live by commands alone. A
mediator is needed to guide and structure the
growth in many areas of the relationship
between dog and owner.

Growing a natural order with a dog makes peace
in the relationship. Natural order is not a routine.
Teaching people to know their animals is an
incredible experience. Our program is different
from anything you will find in the dog training
world because it is real.

Learning a dog

Love your career:

Have you ever dreamed of being a dog trainer?

Your education will include:

There is a difference in dog training vs. people



General Sales

training. There are thousands of people who



Contact Steps

LOVE their dogs, but they will never truly know



Canine Evaluations

their animal. As a student in our program, you



Questions

will enjoy mentoring people to see the world as



Telephone Sales

their dog sees it. The dog knows how to read a



Demonstration Dogs

person and maneuver his/her owner. By learning



Business Administration 1 and 2

to read the dog, the owner can become a leader



Direct Sales

that the dog can completely trust and respect.



Advertising



Personal Management 1 and 2



Basic Bookkeeping

A trained dog only knows a series of commands,
but commands have nothing to do with the
behavior of an animal. Dog trainers use

Full or Part Time Apprenticeships

commands to go around behaviors and must use

Available!

outside reinforcements to do so.
Want to learn what is real about an animal? Our

Call today for more information to

program teaches you how to grow a natural

start learning the proper skill of

order and understand any dog without the need

growing and educating an owner with

for outside reinforcements, regardless of age,

their dog. Learn the science of a dog

sex, breed, ect. Our methods are proven and are

verse out-dated dog training.

Questions to ask yourself:

guaranteed. As a master in his field, Ralph
Gibson has taught over 15,000 dogs and people.





Belief Statement
At Ralph Gibson’s World of Dogs, we do not use any
outside reinforcements such as pinch chains, shock
collars, food treats, drugs, bribes, force, intimidation

Does your dog totally trust and respect you?



Do you know what pecking order is?

Are your emotions healthy or unhealthy with
your canine?


Do you know why a seeing-eye dog never
takes his/her owner into traffic?

or punishment of any kind. We believe we have the
most effective, humane training program available.



Do you know how to read your dog?


Can you see as your dog sees?

